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One of the attitudes to recycling plastic in architectural design is it re-printing.
3D Printing of recycled polyethylene tereftalate is in its birth-days. Recycled
filament can be bought in Argentina or Netherlands but lack of experience with
this reborn material blocks its use in the Czech Republic. Firstly we made a study
of settings of the home-3D-printers for this material. Secondly we came with a
crowd printing project, which tested the possibility to print structural pieces by
on various low-cost printers.
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INTRODUCTION
The plastic pollution catastrophe is nowadays a topic
in daily news and solution to this crisis is searched
worldwide in all ﬁelds of human activity. Having generally tested the possibilities of 3D printing of recycled PET material with students in 2017 [1], the idea
of building real working large scale sculpture made
of recycled plastic material arose. Consequently, we
developed so-called crowd-printing method with a
web database, where many participants with a home
3D printer could log in and print piece of the bigger
structure. The point was to achieve the bigger size
in less time. Together with that we tested the feasibility of crowd-printing manufacturing strategy independent of the actual type of the printer.When using 3D printing technology, we don’t have to stick
to restrictions of prefabricated or monolithic structures. We can aﬀord parametric variations on shapes
of load-bearing structures. We are aware of various

possibilities of printing traditional concrete and geopolymers in bigger scale [2]. The aim of this article is to discuss, if recycled plastic, speciﬁcally pcr
(post consumer recycled) polyethylene tereftalate of
bottles, can be turned into load-bearing structures
with the use of common standard-size 3D printer and
to which extend. There is a number of restrictions
and we are oﬀering a solution to overcome them.
This article consists of three steps: 1. 3D printing
of pcr PET on low-cost printer is not common in the
Czech republic. No research on pcr PET ﬁlament was
found [3,4] and that led us to test the use of the recycled ﬁlament in order to get satisfactory results,
if ever this material could be considered for structural elements. We found 100% recycled PET ﬁlament
from Argentina and researched the settings of the
Průša printer. 2. A unique project of Crowd-printing
method was introduced for generation big 1:1 models in order to spare time and be independent of one
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Figure 1
Settings for test
print of 100% b-PET
under conﬁguration
A

Figure 2
First and second
test print of 100%
b-PET under
conﬁguration A

type of printer: test various printers for recycled PET.
We developed a web page and database and run a
public crowd-printing project [5], which proved the
feasibility of this idea and independence of the type
of printer. Testing of columns in structural scale 1:1 is
the future work for ws 2018.

3D PRINTING RECYCLED POLYETHYLENE
TEREFTALATE [6]
When printing plastic generally, many limits appear
and a lot of conditions must be met. Firstly, size restrictions are there such as the printer bed dimensions, height of the possible product and diameter of

the nozzle and thus thickness of the actual printed
layer. Secondly, the characteristics of the PET (and
other polymer) material does not allow for thick solid
structures, because the tension between the printed
layers can cause deformation of the whole product.
(img. hidden) This inﬂuences the design of the ﬁnal structure, which must respect it. Thirdly, the inclined walls of the printed product must appear under maximum 45°, or the layers don’t stick together
properly and the material drops down unless being
additionally supported. This can be done, but removing the supports requires usually too much time
of post-production and the model is usually damaged. Finally, the speed and system of printing mat-
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ters. For example, if the nozzle runs too short routes
and comes back to the same place to quickly, the
layer below is not cooled down yet and the model is
keen on sticking to the nozzle. Also the material gets
overheated. Specially, when the hot steel head run
around the narrow sharp end of the model, we could
see the colour and material quality change of the
piece. Anyway, recycled PET for 3D printing seems to
be a promising alternative to virgin material [7] and
only PLA and ABS were tested [8].

above triangle inﬁll (see ﬁg. 3) . The nozzle´s temperature fell to 235 degrees and ﬁlament didn´t melt
anymore. We decreased the speed to 10%, but it was
too late. Printer stopped printing under thermal runaway and in this case the print could not continue.
“Thermal runaway” is a safety feature designed to
prevent printer accidentally catch on ﬁre in the case
of dislodged hot-end thermistor. We found that using these settings for b-PET printing can not be recommended. We also found, that if we want to print
at 240 degrees, we should slow down the fan to 40%.

Settings A
We used Slic3r slicer to export G-Codes from stl test
pieces. We chose 100% recycled PET in order to
ﬁnd best settings (see ﬁgure 1) for a cheap homeassembled 3D Průša printer. Seven test settings were
conﬁgured in order to ﬁnd best settings for quality/time ratio, which is publicly applicable even for nonprofessionals.
Second printing under the same settings took
45 minutes. We loaded diﬀerent model with larger
honeycomb inﬁll and observed the behaviour of the
printer. In the middle of the print we had to slow it
down to 40% of speed. Problem appeared in the ﬁrst
full layer above honeycomb inﬁll The temperature of
the nozzle fell to 240 degrees and ﬁlament stopped
melting. With decreasing the print-speed temperature rose to 255 and print was ﬁnished without any
further problems (see ﬁgure 2). Decays on the ﬁnal
model appeared due to this manipulation though.
Figure 3
Third test print of
100% b-PET under
conﬁguration B –
unﬁnished

Settings C
All settings as in A, but we changed three parameters:Temperature 240°CFan Speed 50% and 60%Inﬁll:
triangles 20% and 30%Průša printer could not melt
PET at such a low temperature as 240. This temperature was tested, because of the thermal runaway.
The prints have not even started, no ﬁlament went
through the nozzle.

Settings D
As shown in the ﬁg. 4, all settings are as in A, but we
changed three parameters: Temperature 250°CFan
Speed 50% Bed temperature 90%Inﬁll: honeycomb
20%
We were successful with this setting with a small
ﬂat object and 35 minutes of printing time. After the
ﬁrst model we tried another object of a bigger size
and more complex geometry with the same setting
and the result wasn´t successful. Problem appeared
the top part of the object. Last layers of the inﬁll
weren´t even printed. Only small and thin objects
could be printed with this conﬁguration (see ﬁg. 5).

Settings E

Settings B
All settings as in A, but we changed three parameters:Temperature 260°CSpeed 50%Inﬁll: triangles
40%Problem appeared again in the ﬁrst full layer

All settings as in D, but we changed two parameters:Temperature 245°CSpeed 100% This setting did
not allow for printing with100% of print-speed. We
tried to decrease the speed of the nozzle and the
printer started to react and melt the ﬁlament. This
setting prolonged the time of printing to 1h and
22min.
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Figure 4
Settings for the
fourth test print

Settings F
All settings as in E, but we changed one parameter:Temperature 255°CFinally, the result fulﬁlled our
expectations as shown in ﬁgure 6 on the right. The
color of the product showed up to be transparent and
homogenous. The print went well and in a short time
of 22°C.

Conclusion of the study
We tested 6 types of conﬁgurations of the Průša
printer with various results. We came to a resolution,
that 255°C Nozzle with 100% speed, extrusion multiplier to 1.08 and 60°C bed preheat brings the best

results in shortest time for Průša printer. The success
of printing recycled PET lies in best temperature setting of around 255°C, fan cooling decrease for at least
three initial layers, and extrusion multiplying of 1.08
material.

CROWD PRINTING METHOD
We tested our idea of crowd-printing method on an
arts project called PET(s)culpt - mobile statue of an
angel made of recycled PET. First a sculpture of an angel was designed in Rhino Grasshopper. The design
was inspired by traditional ”Native scene” by Tomáš
Krýza in Jindřichův Hradec and Kafkas’ Head from
David Černý in Prague. The ﬂow from inspirations to
the sketch of the model is shown in ﬁg. 7.
The ready virtual model was split into separate
pieces saved as “stl” in our database. In order to orientate in the amount of pieces, proper numbering
system was used, where the sculpture was split into
ﬁve sections: Left and right wing, upper and lower
body and the head. This was done because of the
big data transfer of the moving parts. There was a table of pieces, each of which was deﬁned by a number
combined of number of section, number of column
and number of a row (ﬁg. 8). These numbers than
had to correlate with the pieces in the web database.
The innovation was the fact, that each stl had a “json”
substitute, which could be previewed by the participant directly in the web browser. The preview was
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Figure 5
Successful and
spoiled test prints

Figure 6
Print result from
conﬁguration E and
F

also animated. After the participant logged into our
system, the user was allowed to download the stl ﬁle
with the settings for the 3D printer. The participants
could also see which pieces are free (white), reserved
(red), or printed allready (green) (ﬁg. 9).
Figure 7
Historic and new
age inspiration and
initial model

Figure 8
Rhino model with
the table of pieces
and numbering
system

pieces of the wings could withstand horizontal forces
from the wind, even though six ﬂoors of the wing
construction consisted of ﬁve pieces glued together
with printed layers perpendicular to the ground. LED
light were put inside of the hollow pieces of the
wings. The model and the result can be seen in ﬁgure 10.
This way we tested the possibility to print recycled polyethylene tereftalate on 12 various types of
printers. On the basis of this paper we are ready to
print a real structural element in 1:1 scale in order to
test if recycled PET is feasible material for load bearing structures or to which extend.

CONCLUSION

Figure 9
Virtual model on
the web page and
real collected pieces

Once this happened we sent the recycled ﬁlament
to the given address and our participant could start
printing. We found two types of recycled PET ﬁlament: 100% b-PET and 90% reﬁll. When the prints
were ready, we were sent a photo of the ready piece
and checked if the recycled PET was used and if the
piece has an adequate quality. Finally we collected
the ready pieces of an angel from the participants
and glued it together with Super glue and activator.
Montage of the angel was made on a steel construction and the whole sculpture was mobile, where the
wings could change its visual performance. Recycled
PET proved to be a stable material in outdoor condition. Neither it changed shape, nor the colour. The

3D print of structural element models is possible
with recycled PET. The scale aﬀects printability of the
model together with the size of the nozzle. The standard printing area of a printer is around 20X20X20
cm. This limits the models being printed in one
piece, therefore we decided to divide our two meter high sculpture into 390 pieces, 210 of which
were printed by the public on twelve various houseprinters with limited “printing” area. Three types of
Průša printer, Cryal Cube, Makerbot replicator, Anet
A3, REBEL II, Zayda, Sigma BCN, Ultimaker 2 and 3,
Felix 3, Veletiskárna and Rebel II. 90% and100% recycled PET of ﬁve colours (white, grey, red, light blue,
dark blue) was used and both diameters of ﬁlament
were tested: 1,75mm and 3mm. The melting temperature of each printer diﬀers from 245°C to 270°C,
the temperature of the bed varied around 60°C. The
speed of printing was set to 100% in most cases. Each
printer had to be conﬁgured in a diﬀerent way, therefore there is no exact settings for all printers. It is recommended to switch of the cooling for ﬁrst three layers.

FUTURE WORK
Generating 1:1 test piece of a structural element out
of recycled PET is inevitable in order to ﬁnd out its
load bearing capacities as structural elements, as no
models can give relevant outputs. The question is
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Figure 10
PET(s)culpt: Model
and real Sculpture
of the angel

also, how to distribute the cuts in order to inﬂuence
the structure as little as possible? Anyway, a pilot
study on the load bearing properties of the real size
samples of the chosen columns is planned as future
work plus comparison with the optimally shaped column. The question will be to what extend could recycled 3D printed structural elements replace traditional steel/concrete structures [9]. Do we decide for
connecting the pieces by glue, which appeared to be
stronger than the material itself or is it better to design special joints in order to have the columns disassemblable? We are looking forward to the case study
in the winter semester 2018. The idea is to generate
a real load bearing structure - a column - exceeding
these limits in all three directions [10]. Obviously, the
model must be cut into at least around 100 printable
pieces.
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